
70102 FOUNDATIONS OF LAW  
SEMINAR 1 – LEGAL DISPUTE ANALYSIS AND THE IMPORTANT SKILL OF CRITICAL THINKING 

Class content  
› Introduction to form in which common law (judge-made law) is recorded in the case of McBain v Victoria  
› Use this case to learn about what constitutes legal argument and become familiar with the legal form in which 

judicial decisions are recorded  
› Terminology and methods used to classify the law, categories disputes are grouped as (e.g. criminal and civil, public 

and private, common law and equity) 
› Learn about the narrative nature of law and the important role legal theory, analysis and critique play in 

understanding the impact of judicial decisions  

NOTES  

› Plaintiff, clamant, applicant, complament, R (prosecutor, queen, Regina), petitioner, appellant – the person who 
brings a claim  

› Respondent (civil, administrative, appeals), defendant (civil and criminal)– the person who has a claim brought 
against them 

› Penalty unit is essentially a fine – 1 penalty unit = $110 
› 2 primary sources of law  

 Statutory law (parliamentary made law) = acts, legislation  
» Primary source of law 
» These will generally trump case law – parliament is elected by the people, except for cases where 

the constitution is being reviewed  
 Case law, common law, judge made law, precedent  

› 3rd type of common law – the difference between common law and equity  
 Equity ‘grew up’ alongside common law, much more flexible  
 Australia has a hybrid system of sorts – inquisitorial is based on civil law systems – aren’t as rigid, judges 

have a very active role vs adversarial where judges are more like overseers  
 Inquisitorial system – guilty until proven innocent  

» Civil law system – judges are involved from the outset  
» We do have aspects of the civil system/inquisitorial system here  

 Tribunals – our systems merging. They are much more relaxed in the way the cases are 
presented.  

 Recently the smaller tribunals were amalgamated into one – NCAT  
 Federal level tribunals – migration review tribunal etc.  

 Adversarial system – the system implemented in Australia  
» Had its origins in duels, evolved to a ‘duel of words’ 
» Innocent until proven guilty  
» Standard of proof – the level of proof needed, how much you need to prove before you can get a 

decision in your favour  
 Civil = balance of probability  

꞉ Imagine a scale – tip the scale in your favour to be successful  
 Criminal = beyond reasonable doubt  

꞉ Elimination of all ‘reasonable’ doubt  
 Burden of proof (onus of proof) – who has the burden of providing the evidence (plaintiff 

in civil matters, prosecution in criminal matters) 

READING CASES  

› The most important cases in a jurisdiction appear in an authorised law report  
 (High court) Commonwealth law reports, (federal level) federal law reports, (NSW level) NSW law reports  

› 2000 – year brought down, 99 – volume, FCR – federal court report, 116 – page number  
 Find case on uts lib: which law report, westlaw, party name  
 ‘and others’ sometimes contracted to ‘anor’ 

› McBain v The State of Victoria and Others 



› [2000] FCA 1009 
» The 1009 = the 1009th case of 2000 

 J = justice, CJ = chief justice, AJ = Acting Justice, JJ = plural of justice (list all the J and then at the end – 
JJ) 

 2 dates – 1 is hearing, the other is the day the case was brought down  
 Headnote = never, ever rely on the headnote to substitute for the whole case 

» Use it as an example to introduce yourself to it, but it may be inaccurate  
 Amici curiae = friend of the court  

» Court invites someone to provide admissions on behalf of another party  
 In McBain case, Santamaria QC was the amici curiae who was invited to speak on behalf 

of the court. (e.g. called on to speak about the effect it has on that part of the community) 
 Cur. Adv. Vult (Curia advisari vult) = judgement was reserved.  
 Ex tempore - It was made on that day  

› Talking about decisions of the court = judgment (NO E!!!!) 

READINGS  

What is law? Means of ordering society and resolving disputes, and is also a form of narrative or story  

Case Study – McBain v Victoria (2000) 99 FCR 116; 177 ALR 320 
› Year brought down: 2000, volume 99, FCR – federal court report, page 116  
› Case details: 

 Lisa Meldrum – single woman who wanted to have a child 
 August 1999 – sought assistance of Dr McBain (gynaecologist specialising in reproductive technology) 

» Unable to carry out IVF treatment procedure as it was regulated by the Infertility Treatment Act 
1995 (Victorian Law)                                   

» Woman was only eligible for treatment if she was either married or living in a de facto relationship 
 Dr McBain decided to challenge the Victorian law – inconsistency with section 22 of the Sex 

Discrimination Act (1984) 
» Unlawful for person who provides goods or services to discriminate against another person on the 

group of the other person’s marital status 
» Federal Court of Australia 

 Problem of inconsistent State and Commonwealth laws is governed by Section 109 of the Australian 
Constitution 

» Commonwealth and State law are inconsistent – Commonwealth law prevails 
» Stating S8(1) of the Infertility Treatment Act 1995 inoperative 

› Quick summation – ‘test your knowledge’  
 The proceedings in McBain v Vic were initiated by Dr McBain. It was held in the Federal Court of 

Australia. The year the case was decided was 2000 and the outcome of the case was that the State Law is 
invalid to the extent of inconsistency. Reasons for the decision was that the laws were inconsistent and 
hence State Law is inoperative by reason of s 109 of the Constitution.  

[1.11] Different perspectives of McBain  

› Story about individual problems and private lives 
› Beneficial towards both Ms Meldrum and Dr McBain – he commenced legal proceedings 

 Relevant provision of the Victorian Act made inoperative meant Dr McBain could lawfully provide IVF 
treatment to Ms Meldrum and any other single woman 

› Chronicle of conflicting values and social change – broader narrative about society 
 Most immediately concerned with notions of family and human rights – parents and children 
 Use of reproductive technology – technological transformations are iconic of contemporary social life 

› Dispute of McBain is also a political story – kind of society we inhabit and its prevailing values 
› Met with specifically political response in the form of Sex Discrimination Amendment Bill 2002 

 Amendment of Sex Discrimination Act 1984 
› Federal Government released a discussion paper about the consolidation of all Commonwealth anti-discrimination 

legislation 
 Part of Australia’s Human Rights Framework 
 Commitment to introduce new prohibitions on discrimination based on sexual orientation  - law’s role as a 

chronicler of social change 



› Legal dispute – involvement of law and legal institutions 
› Law equals the rules created and recognised by the legal institutions of the state 
› Paradoxical in nature 

 Law is separate from politics yet inherently political 
 Different from morality yet broadly reflective of social concerns 

› Issue discussion  
 Difference between a legal story and a personal story or social narrative  

» Legal stories involves the law and legal institutions while personal stories involve individuals and 
social narrative is a platform for social commentary  

 Was the political response to McBain, that is the introduction of a Bill to amend the Sex Discrimination Act 
1983 (Cth), also a part of the dispute’s legal story? 

» Yes it is. Legal stories are inherently involved with the law and as such, the political response, 
which led to legal action and a change in the law, is also a major part in the legal story 

[1.20 – 1.21] The role of classification – Legal and non-legal disputes  

› A set of events may be conceived in different ways and be perceived/classified under different categories. The 
categories these events are placed under are not mutually exclusive  

› The dynamic nature of law and society means that the response to a set of events may vary depending on time and 
place  

› Landmark cases are considered so as they broke new ground at the time of the introduction  
 Creation of new legal rules or applying existing rules in a way that significantly changed or extended the 

law’s operation 
 Donoghue v Stevenson (1932)  
 Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 

› Many people with legal problems do nothing to invoke their legal rights 
 Dependent on information about the law, clearly communicated legal advice and accessible legal 

institutions 

[1.22 & 1.23] Branches of Law – Civil and Criminal Law 

› Law is divided into recognised types or branches, depending upon the purpose of the classification.  
› Criminal law is concerned with conduct that is harmful to society in some way 

 Prohibits certain acts and certain failures to act 
 Prescribes procedures for the trial and punishment of those accused 
 State against person – where our society is saying that the crime is so heinous that the state pursues  

› Civil law concerned with regulating relations between individuals, the creation of rights and liabilities in particular 
situations and the consequences of their breach 

 Contracts and torts 
› Not behaviour itself that defines its status but the kind of legal processes invoked in response 
› Not always consensus about what constitutes conduct deserving of punishment by the state 
› Same behaviour can give rise to both criminal and civil proceedings 

[1.24] Public law and Private law 
› Public law – functioning of state as an entity and relationship between the state and its citizens 

 Criminal law, constitutional law and administrative law 
› Private law – relationships between individuals in those spheres of life (less obvious or direct state interest) 

 Private realm and its distinction from the public arena – influence of liberalism 
 Liberalism – political philosophy which concerns key ideas of liberty, individualism and equality 
 Privileges individual over the state – individuals should be allowed to pursue their own idea of the good life 

unfettered by legal reputation 
 Courts should facilitate an individual’s freedom to determine and pursue their own interests 

› Notion of purely private realm is impossible to sustain in the face of modern life 
› Commercial life is increasingly overlaid by government regulation in the form of statutory provisions 
› Man’s home is no longer his castle or free from interference by the state 
› Move towards contracting out and privatisation of traditional state functions means adequacy of administrative law 

as framework for government accountability is open to challenge 
 Private bodies exercise public power – media corporations & industry organisations 



[1.25 – 1.26] Classification by Subject Matter and Classification By Source 
› Law is described in terms of its dominant subject matter – e.g. constitutional law, discrimination law, consumer 

protection law, etc. They may incorporate different aspects of other classifications.  
› Division of law according to its institutional source – Parliament or the courts 

 Law made by Parliament is an Act – statute or legislation 
 Parliaments can delegate law-making power in particular areas to non-parliamentary persons or bodies 
 Result is delegated – rules, regulations and ordinances 

› Law is also made by judges in the superior courts in process of deciding cases – common law, case law or judge-
made law 

 Common law distinguishes law developed by courts from law made by Parliament (statutes) or under 
authority of Parliament (delegated legislation) 

› Common law – Parliament & Courts 
 Courts – common law & equity 

› The Constitution 
› International Law (made by agreements between states) 

[1.27] Meanings of “Common Law” 
› Common law refers to a type of legal system – Australia has common law legal system because it was colonised by 

Britain 
 “Common law legal system” – special role and status of judges as law-makers 
 Civil legal system 

› Australia’s common law legal system has two principal sources  
 Common law (the courts) 
 Statute (Parliament) 

› Rule and principles that result as a source of common law 
› Body of law made by courts is further grouped according to different principles and rules called common law and 

equity 

[1.28] International Law 
› Australian Parliaments and courts derive their formal legal authority from the Constitution 

 Creates framework for government for the nation as a whole 
› Sovereign nation state makes Australia part of a global environment – international law has increasingly vital role 
› Only operates as direct source of law in Australia where it has been incorporated into domestic law by 

Commonwealth or State legislation 
› May have indirect effect on Australian law – taken into account by judges in making or interpreting the law when an 

existing legal position is unclear 
› High Court’s interpretation of the treaty implementation enables Commonwealth to legislate matters outside the 

scope of its powers 

[1.29] Application of Classifications to a Real Dispute 

› McBain is an example of parliament as the principal institutional source of law 
› Example of public law – concerns relationship between State and federal legislation 
› Difficulty in identifying a purely private realm in which the state might be said to have no interest 

 Victorian law restricted class of persons to whom IVF treatment could be provided 
 Intensely private nature of having babies did not prevent interference by state 

› Illustrates criminal/civil divide – offence Dr McBain would have committed had he provided IVF treatment to a 
single woman 

 Breaches Infertility Treatment Act 1995 (Vic) 
 Compliance with State Act constituted unlawful conduct under Commonwealth legislation (Commonwealth 

Constitution, Section 109) 
 Breaching Commonwealth Act exposed McBain to risk of criminal charge, complaints procedure and other 

civil action – Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 1986 
› Sex Discrimination Act 1984 example of hybrid nature of some statutory provisions 

 Certain conduct is proscribed but it is left to individuals to pursue any rights created rather than the state to 
punish the conduct as a public wrong 

› Illustrates how legal dispute may involve more than one area of law 



 Interpretation of Commonwealth discrimination legislation and application of principles of constitutional 
law  

 Need to present dispute to the court in a form which accorded with an existing classification  
 Any challenge to existing law means finding a cause of action that the courts will accept in order for the 

proceedings to be entertained 
› Ms Meldrum could not have applied to a court to overturn s 8(1) of Infertility Treatment Act – unfair in some 

unspecified way 
 Basing case on one or more recognised legal grounds 
 Finding legal argument for its invalidity 

SEMINAR 2 – LEGAL CLASSIFICATION & CATEGORIES  

Class content 
› What is actually the legal system – is it a separate entity, apart from other social and economic phenome? Autonomy 

of the law is considered in the context of McBain v Victoria  
› Foundational concepts and principles embedded within the Aus. legal system such as ‘substantive’ and ‘procedural’ 

laws, ‘standing’ and ‘the rule of law’ 
› Special language introduced – defendant and plaintiff, applicant and respondent, and appellant  

READINGS  

[1.30] Autonomy and legitimacy 

› Idea of law as a separate discipline with its own values, rules, institutions and processes 
 One of three characteristics which distinguish law in the western legal tradition 
 Centrality and pervasiveness – social ordering and law’s moral authority 

› Not always consensus in our society about policy matters or what morality entails 
 Law is a means of deciding between competing claims 

[1.31] Positivism  

› Positivist conception – law is simply rules “posited” by a person or body with authority to command 
 Law is law provided it meets the formal criteria for its making regardless of its moral content 

› Distinction between morality and law – not a feature of all social orders 
› Legal positivism dominates western society 

 Idea of natural law finds some expression in contemporary notions of fundamental human rights – 
international level 

› Historically with increasing secularisation of society and growth of philosophical scepticism and rise of modern 
scientific thought 

› Development of law as science helped fill the void left by rejection of natural law theories 
 Authoritative because of process by which it is pronounced – ability to be analysed according to legal logic 

means capability of yielding correct answer to dispute 
› Law as self-contained body of rules, objectively and logically applied by those with specialist knowledge 

 Legal formalism 

[1.32] Formalism 

› Assumption that law has an objective existence and can be discovered through an apolitical and value-free process 
› Incorporate diverse views about law yet broadly reject notion of law as objective, neutral and wholly autonomous 

 Choices based on non-legal factors are inescapable in law 
 Analysis of law and power 
 Part of broader philosophy – objectivity of knowledge 

[1.40] The focus of procedure 

The focus of procedure demonstrates the importance of the idea of process in the operation of law and its legitimacy. 
This procedural emphasis reflects the idea of the rule of law as a central tenet of our legal system.  

[1.41] Substantive and procedural law 



› These are both equally important – not all of it is contained in the substantive law, some of it will be in the 
corresponding procedural act  

 Substantive: criminal law  
» What you have to prove to be found guilty. The details and possible sentencing  

 Procedural: contained in the criminal procedures act 
› Substantive law (legal doctrine) – rules which make up substance of the particular branch of law 

 Govern directly way in which a dispute will be determined by courts 
 E.g. contract law – rules about when agreement is legally enforceable and consequences of breached 

contract 
» McBain – Section 109, the actual law  

› Rules about interpreting and applying substantive rules found in statutes and cases 
› Recognised cause of action must be brought before appropriate court or tribunal by particular persons and in a 

particular manner 
 Limited timeframe – statute of  limitation  
 Cause of action – pre-existing category of law 
 Particular persons – admission to Supreme Court of a particular jurisdiction 

› E.g. civil suit – proceedings are commenced by one of the individual parties to the dispute 
› E.g. criminal proceedings initiated by state (crime against society) 
› Standard of proof  (major difference)  

 Criminal cases – prosecution must prove accused person’s guilt beyond reasonable doubt 
 Civil cases – plaintiff is required to establish their case on balance of probabilities 
 More rigorous standard in criminal matters reflects potentially more serious nature of consequences of 

criminal conviction 
› Detailed rules about conduct of litigation and presentation of evidence 

 Rules about what can be litigated and by whom 
 Kind of remedies that can be obtained 
 “Standing” to bring legal action – “locus standi” 
 Individuals are entitled to litigate to assert private rights 

› Attorney-General role to take court action (public) 
› Attorney-General institutes proceedings but conducted by relator (private) 
› Statutory provisions in relation to standing can make it easier for special interest organisations to use the courts to 

enforce legislation 
 Humane Society International – Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conversation Act 1999 to seek 

injunction 
 Killing of whales in Australian Whale Sanctuary 

[1.42] Legal procedure and the challenge to McBain 

› Legal procedure and its relationship to broader questions - involved Catholic Church in a High Court challenge 
› Sundberg J granted application by Australian Catholic Bishops Conference and Australian Episcopal Conference of 

the Roman Catholic Church to be heard as amici curiae 
 “Friend of court” – put material and arguments before court in support of legal of factual matter which 

might be overlooked 
 Agreed to application in view of stance of various respondents  

› First and second respondent – neutral position on inconsistency between State and Commonwealth Acts 
› Third respondent – advised court it would submit to any order the court makes 
› Fourth respondent – agreed with submissions made by Dr McBain 
› Question as to whether Catholic Church had standing to challenge Sundberg J’s decision 

 Assistance of Commonwealth Attorney-General  
 Granted partial fiat to Catholic Church to take legal action in his name in addition to own application 

› Commonwealth sought formally to intervene in relator application for which Attorney-General granted his fiat 
› High Court proceedings were a challenge to correctness of Sundberg J’s decision – proceedings meant Catholic 

Church was unsuccessful  
 High Court did not turn on Sex Discrimination Act 1984 and question of inconsistency 
 Applications were decided on procedural grounds – judicable matter, grounds for its refusal 

[1.50] The rule of law 

› A V Dicey’s 19th century work on British Constitution  




